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1 
Greetings from Paris !
I am Henri Chamoux, an 
engineer and a civil servant 
in France working for the 
LARHRA, a research division 
of the National center for 
scientific research. As an 
individual I am also the 
inventor of the 
«Archéophone» phonograph ; 
initially designed to play the 
wax cylinders which existed 
before World War I. I 
developped the Archeophone 
in 1998 and it is with this 
device that I digitized the 
Rivonia dictabelts alone, in 
2015-2016. 
As a result I was the first 
listener of the complete 
recording. My work on  the 
digitization and editing took 
place over 1600 hrs on a 15 
month period, for a total of 
about 230 hours of 
recording.

I will now try to answer a few 
questions : - why choosing 
the Dictabelt to record 
trials ? - why choosing the 
Archeophone 52 years later ? 
I am going to show you more 
about some odd sound 
devices and curious audio 
carriers in history, in order 
to explain the Dictabelt. I will 
also tell about my own 
impressions while listening 
to the Rivonia Trial. 
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Édouard-Léon Scott 
de Martinville 
(1817-1879).

2
But first I wish to give a 
historiographical tribute to the 
first man who actually recorded 
sound : It is not Thomas Edison 
but a Frenchman :  Édouard-Léon 
Scott de Martinville, 20 years 
before Edison. He recorded 
sound of paper coated with 
lampblack around 1860.

His first recording device (1857). Drawing preserved at 
the Académie des Sciences, Paris
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Édouard-Léon Scott de Martinville, Inscription automatique des sons de l’air au moyen d’une oreille artificielle (1861), planche n°8 , 
conservée à l’Académie des Sciences. Image : www.firstsounds.org

Scott’s phoautograph. 
Franz Josef Pisko : Die neueren Apparate der Akustik 
(Vienna, 1865), p. 73.

Édouard-Léon Scott de Martinville, drawing (1857)
Manuscript preserved at the Académie des Sciences
Image : www.firstsounds.org

3
The blacklamp 
coated paper was put 
on a flat surface or 
wrapped on a 
cylinder in front of a 
horn with a 
membrane and a 
stylus. Device is a 
PHONAUTOGRAPH.  
Image at top shows 
the result : an 
unwrapped paper 
which contains a 
sound recording : a 
phonautogram.
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David Giovannoni, 
Laurent Scott de Marttinville, and 
Anton Stoelwinder with a reproduction
of the earliest recording device, 
Paris, Société d'encouragement, 
17 September 2016.

4
On this sound carrier made of paper, the sound is a visible white track 
showing waves on the blacklamp surface. Thanks to FIRST SOUNDS, 
an american non-profit association, the venerable Phonautograms are 
now scanned and deciphered and the earliest human sound recordings 
can now be found and heard online.

Édouard-Léon Scott de Martinville, détail of 
phonautogram 8 (1861), preserved at the Académie 
des Sciences, Paris.
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On October 9, 2015, the 
United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural 
Organization (UNESCO) 
inducted Édouard-Léon 
Scott de Martinville's fonds 
of phonautograms and 
manuscripts onto its 
Memory of the World 
Register.

5
Scott did not make a great profit of his invention and 
actually starved to death. Being considered as 
humanity’s first recordings of its own voice, Scott’s 
phonautograms are now protected by UNESCO since 
2015. This is like the documentary heritage of the 
Rivonia Trial, which was included in UNESCO's Memory 
of the World Register in 2007. 
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50 million cylinders were made for the sole French market, from 1893 
to 1914.

6 : 
Since the very end of the XIXth 

Century, the advent of Edison’s phonograph 
opened a new market around the recorded 
sound for entertainment purposes. Before 
1914, that market produced millions of 
cylinders. These cylinders are the ancestors 
of the Dictabelt... and of the mp3.
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7
Today the fragile wax cylinder must not 
be played on vintage machines like this 
Edison phonograph. A single audition on 
these machines can destroy the venerable 
cylinders.

Source Henri Chamoux, Patrick Louvet : The Dictabelt, a recording medium of the 
1950's, vidéo, Amédiart, 2014. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_nRREq3v6vY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_nRREq3v6vY
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1998, au Salon 
international des 
techniques 
muséographiques 
(SITEM).

8-9
This is why I created the Archeophone 
phonograph, 20 years ago, in order to 
play cylinders of all sizes, without any 
damage.

This device is now used in several 
places in the world.
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10
Today thirty Archeophone devices play 
cylinders in many private and public 
archives, universities or libraries, such 
as the Library of Congress of the US.
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11
In addition a lot of 
cylinders recorded in 
France before 1914, 
are saved and can be 
heard online thanks to 
the Archeophone.

 Phonobase :  Early recordnings Database
10 000 pieces of wax, celluloid and shellac audible online

WWW.PHONOBASE.ORG

http://www.phonobase.org/
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Blind stenographer from the Overbrook School for the 
Blind using a dictaphone (Philadelphia, 1911).

12 
Around the year 1910, the 
phonograph began to enter the 
office use and became a 
business machine.
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Transcribing, publicité de la Columbia 
Phonograph Co (1922).

13-14
The Dictaphone Corporation, a 
sister Company of the Columbia 
Graphophone C° is created in 
1922. 

Dictaphone devices are designed 
for secretaries to transcribe the 
mail in offices. They develop in 
the 1930s mostly.
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Dictaphone Corporation ads in 1937
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Ediphone Edison Voicewriter 
(1938)

1937

1928 Actress Colleen Moore listening to 
a message on  Ediphone (1928).

15 
Edison Company follows suit and creates the 
competing device under the name Ediphone, but he 
does not seem to dominate the market.
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Marius Barbeau (1883-1969), 
anthropologist, ethnologue and 
folklorist from Quebec in 1950, 
while transcribing a field 
recording cut on a Dictaphone 
wax cylinder.

16
In fact these business machines are subject to 
unexpected applications, especially with 
ethnologists or musicologists who use dictaphones 
for their field recordings. Still in the 1950’s, they 
make use of the outdated wax cylinders.

Ciarán Bairéad (1905–1976), Irish folklorist, writer 
and scholar, while transcribing a field recording made 
on an Ediphone wax cylinder, in 1957. Photo Leo 
Corduff, Galway University.
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Memobelt, Dictaphone Corporation (1947) 
A thin translucent and floppy plastic cylinder.
Lenght 89 mm - Thickness 0,13mm - Diameter 95,5mm.

17
Then appeared the 
dictabelt. By inventing and 
putting on the US market 
a flexible cylinder which 
can be flattened and put in 
an enveloppe, the 
Dictaphone Corporation 
hits a big blow. 

The player/recorder 
device is still called a 
Dictaphone but the sound 
carrier is a thin 
translucent and floppy 
plastic cylinder instead of 
a wax cylinder.

First marketed under the 
name MEMOBELT, it 
became short after the  
DICTABELT.
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Images from 
Henri Chamoux and Patrick Louvet : 
The Dictabelt, a recording medium of 
the 1950's. Video, 2014. On Youtube :

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_nR
REq3v6vY

Photos HC

Dictabelt : these floppy 
cylinders with special 
properties were still in 
use until 1975. 

18 
Imagine in these machines a flexible cylinder, on the surface of which the grooves are cut with 
the recorded sound. This thin closed loop of plastic is stretched by two rollers and rotated while 
operating. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_nRREq3v6vY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_nRREq3v6vY
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6 reasons why Dictaphone’s Dictabelt record 
makes your job easier, advertising (1955).

Reason 5 : visible recording. 
See exactly where you are 
on the record at a glance. 
Easy to find your place for 
playback.

19-23 
The advertising is clearly aimed 
at the CEO or at the 
entrepreneur. 

But the most striking among the 
assets of the device according to 
these ads is the notion of visibility 
of what is  recorded...
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Dictaphone, marque déposée, advertising in 
French language (1959).

[…] The recording surface is 
visible while you record : no 
risk of any accidental 
destruction of your dictation 
[...]
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Publicité Dictaphone Corporation, Saturday 
Evening Post, 1957.

[…] They record visibly, so 
you can’t lose your place[…] 
so dictation can’t be lost or 
erased.
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How a red belt can keep you in the black,  
(USA), 1959.

[…] Permanence : can’t be 
erased accidentally. 
Visibility : you see your 
recording take place, easily 
find your place.
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The « sound you can see », ad for the 
Dictabelt dictaphone, Fortune, October 1961.
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Dictabelt used in Virginia courts. Southside 
burning: reformatted recordings preserve historic 
testimony – www.virginiamemory.com
Website of the Archives at the Library of Virginia.

24
This feature is the probable reason 
why some Courts of Justice, 
begining with the state of Virginia, 
USA used the dictabelt for trial 
recordings : no editing possible, no 
erasure, not cheat. 

This is on the exact opposite of 
what can occur with magnetic 
recording tapes, which were 
already of common use with tape 
recorders everywhere during the 
same period.
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Agatha Christie recording on Dictabelt (1955). 
This is the way she produced orally one of her last novels. Photo 
by Hubert de Segonzac, October 1956.

25
So, what is the common 
ground between crime 
novelist Agatha Christie, 
President Kennedy, and the 
systematic recording of 
lawsuits ? But it’s the 
Dictabelt of course ! 
Kennedy used to record 
himself his telephone 
conversations with this 
device, while Agatha 
Christie used the dictabelt 
as a memo to build her 
stories.
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26 - Just like with the wax cylinders which should not be played on vintage phonographs, one must never 
replay Dictabelts on Dictaphones, as they can damage them. This is why I developped a special mandrel to 
play Dictabelts on the Archéophone phonograph, as if they were wax cylinders. 
My first attempt was done in order to play Agatha Christie’s voice, which is in a private collection in Paris.

Solid state Dictabelt mandrel for the Archeophone phonograph (2007)
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Photo HC

Dictabelt mandrel with a variable diameter for the Archeophone phonograph (2012)

27 – Later I developped a special mandrel with a controlable diameter to better fit the Dictabelts on it.
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28 
This is another version of this mandrel as I make it 
henceforth.

Dictabelt mandrel with a variable diameter for the Archeophone phonograph (2015)



29The two Archeophone phonographs delivered to NARSSA in the fall 2017
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30
Bent on such mandrels, 
a brittle Dictabelt with 
creases, foldings or 
other accidents in the 
recorded grooves, is 
much easily playable 
with no damage to it.
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Vuyo Jack, Elisabeth 
Barbier, Pretoria, 10 
October 2014.

31
The 230 recorded hours of the Rivonia Trial are 
recorded on 591 dictabelts stored together in six 
archival albums.

When the National Archives and Records Service of 
South Africa adressed to France, through the INA, 
for the digitization of these sounds, I was able to 
propose the best technical solution, on behalf of the 
modest laboratory I work for, the LARHRA. As a 
rsult I did the job as a subcontractor of INA and 
became the lucky first auditor of this recording.
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Two of the six albums containing the dictabelt 
floppy cylinders of the Rivonia Trial (détail).

Photo HC

32
But why the Dictabelt in South Africa? The US and France abstained from voting on the UN resolution against the 
Rivonia trial. But the United States had provided all the necessary material, American equipment, for the trial 
recordings in South Africa. When listening to the Rivonia trial, one can hear the word Communism, resonate 
several hundred times which can account for the origin of this audio equipment.
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One album page 
and its Dictabelt 
floppy cylinders of 
the Rivonia Trial.

Photo HC

33
This shows how Dictabelts are 
stored at NARSSA, with their 
written synopsis on 
corresponding paper leaflets all 
put together in enveloppes 
pasted on album pages.
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One of the 591 Dictabelt floppy cylinders of the Rivonia Trial with 
its datasheet.

Photo HC
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Rivonia Trial, close-up view of 
the parallel turns of the groove – 
with a big scratch here – from a 
cylinder of April 20, 1964.

35
I wish to show this visual comparison between a phonautogram of Scott and a close-up view of the sound cut of Mandela's 
voice: to illustrate here the birth and the disparition of a technique, 100 years apart. Interestingly, the Rivonia trial is the 
very last historical recording of importance worldwide that is actually cut into a palpable material, at a time when any 
original sound recording to be preserved or broadcasted was done on magnetic media. Despite the presence of numerous 
crackling noises, which are reminiscent of vinyl records, the audition of the unrestored digitized Rivonia Trial collection is 
already loud and clear and quite satisfactory. Nevertheless, the audio restoration made at INA is a valuable improvement. 

Édouard-Léon Scott de Martinville, 
détail of phonautogram #8 (1861), 
preserved at the Académie des 
Sciences, Paris.
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36
France has been instrumental in bringing back to life the Rivonia dictabelts. And beyond the communication exercises 
that described the event in publications, it is necessary to emphasize the most human aspect of this particular 
recording : 
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Ahmed Kathrada, Andrew 
Mlangeni, Denis Goldberg, 
Pretoria, 17 March 2016.

37
... they were eight companions who spent a quarter of 
a century in jail before emerging as winner of 
apartheid. 

Here together are the three survivors during the 
official delivery of the digitized unrestored 
recordings.

As the first listener of the whole set, I lived every 
minute of the Rivonia Trial or at least what was 
recorded of it : straining my ears on these dialogues 
in English, checking at each instant the correct 
progression of the groove, was a unique experience. 
It first sounded like an ordinary trial with the deep 
and quiet tone of judge Quartus de Wet (1899-1980) 
who rarely speaks, contrasting with the voice of 
attorney-general Percy Yutar (1911-2002) who is 
constantly heard with a specific tone crescendo at the 
very end of each of his questions. Yet this audition 
was mostly a highly emotional one, with the discovery 
of the voices of numerous second rank witnesses, 
some of them being absolutely terrified. 
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During an interview, Ahmed Kathrada (1929-2017) is listening to his own voice during 
the Rivonia Trial, 52 years after, in 2016…
 
Image taken from the documentary film by Nicolas Champeaux and Gilles Porte : 
The State Against Mandela and the Others (1h46min, presented in Cannes in May 
2018, released in October 2018). 
Excerpts online : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MHWA_lkADrc

38
On the other hand while listening to the 
patient answers and statements of the 
accused, one can actually feel how 
strongly they transformed this trial into 
a tribune for equality against apartheid. 
For instance one should mention the 
numerous occurrences of such sentences 
as : "I am not prepared to disclose any of 
my friends", pronounced by Ahmed 
Kathrada or by Walter Sisulu or others, 
just to prove again, with the added force 
of their own voices, the strength and 
value of these men of exception. 

Here is Ahmed Kathrada listenning to 
the unrestored recording of himself more 
than 52 years later in a very beautiful 
film documentary.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MHWA_lkADrc
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To download these slides : 

http://www.archeophone.org/dictabelt

39
I insisted on some early historical and technical aspects, which may appear as being of a 
secondary interest. But if I designed a device to play Dictabelts it was only thanks to my 
prior knowledge and thanks to my contributions made on early sound carriers. And I 
believe this had to be visible here.

As milestones in human history Scott’s phonautograms and the Rivonia dictabelts are 
now available online for everyone to listen to and saved for posterity, in the era of the 
digital humanities.

Yet it will remain very important to document and provide detailed descriptions about 
what were the original sound carriers, how they did look like, how they worked and how 
they were digitized. Because it is probable that tomorrow’s researchers will not have 
access to the original documents. Therefore they will have no idea of the how and why.

I also wanted to show the distance between the industrial project of a maker – a 
business machine for office use - and the actual use of its products – to record trial 
recordings.

Now let’s watch a very short fragment of this documentary film / Let's listen to a 
fragment of unrestored Ahmed Kathrada's voice.

http://www.archeophone.org/dictabelt
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